True innovation...
Designed to fit confined kitchen spaces, the Twin Star cabinet-style commercial dishwasher
is ideal for up to 30 bed healthcare facilities, small hotels, guesthouses and even large
families.
Twin Star technology combines the simplicity of a domestic dishwasher with the capacity
and durability of a commercial machine. It also includes a unique thermodisinfection cycle
at +90°C.

Check these key benefits

 No special plumbing or exhaust outlet needed
With a footprint of less than 1m² and a built-in
steam condenser, the Twin Star can be installed
wherever there is access to drainage, taps and
a 15 Amp socket.
The Twin Star comes complete with detergent,
rinse aid dispenser, sanitiser dispenser, water
softener, drain pump, steam condenser and
thermo shock dryer.

 Valuable extra storage
Dishes are stacked, washed and stored in the
same place. Double handling is eliminated:
clean items can stay in the cabinet until required
for the next meal.

 Labour-saving simplicity
No dedicated dishroom required with associated
benchwork. Just load the machine, turn it on
and walk away.

 Cool & quiet
Safeguarding the environment too, the Twin Star
does the job for you in full comfort. During its
operation, the cabinet stays cool to the touch
and there is minimal heat loss in the room. Also
thanks to its double glass insulation it provides an
ultra-low-sound level that is whisper quiet.

 Superior hygiene
Spotless results are guaranteed by more contact
time than usual and by Twin Star’s unique
disinfection cycle.

Space Problems?
The Twin Star only needs 1/3 of the space of a
traditional dishwashing system.

 Versatile configuration
Interior racks are easily adapted to specific
requirements. Cabinet is available with double
door configuration to separate clean and soiled
items, and/or doors on both sides to allow
access from adjacent rooms.
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Wonderful experience...

Load & Leave
No more expensive dish rooms or dedicated dishwashing
staff working out of hours.
Operating the Twin Star is as easy as loading a
domestic dishwasher. No pre-rinsing is required, and
there’s no need to unload the machine until clean
items are required for the next meal.

Multi- Chromatic
The back-illuminated and wide display shows and
monitors each machine operation with a different
colour, but the real innovation is that the whole
machine is changing colour:
• Blue is wash
• Red is rinse
• Green is thermodisinfection

Twin Side
To double the functionality of the machine you can
have doors on both sides connecting two adjacent
rooms.

Economical and
eco friendly
Twin Star technology significantly reduces running
costs and the consumption of energy, water, power
and detergent.
The patented wash system uses only 61 litres of water
for the standard wash program (less than a 4-star
rated domestic dishwasher).
The Twin Star can be programmed to operate during
off-peak electricity periods.
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DOORS ON
BOTH SIDES
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DOORS ONLY
ON ONE SIDE

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
240V - 1~ - 15Amp - 3.6kW
NO COST OPTION
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
240/415V - 3~ - 10Amp - 7.05kW

WASH TANK DRAIN

ø 28

WATER INLET TEMP MAX 55°

3/4”R

WATER INLET TEMP MIN 5°

3/4”R
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